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Meezan's acquisition of HSBC

In another sign of the growing appetite of Shariah-compliant 
financial institutions, Meezan Bank successfully completed its 
acquisition of global bank HSBC's Pakistan operations last 
week. The transaction yielded the country's largest Islamic 
bank HSBC's 10 branches, along with about Rs22bn in 
deposits. And just a day after that, Meezan Bank Ltd (MEBL) 
announced that its earnings for the nine months ending 
September 30 (9MCY14) were up a solid 24pc from the same 
period last year.

Value-added textile exports rise 10pc

Exports of value-added segment in the textile sector grew by 
10pc to $2.3bn in the first quarter (July-September) of this 
fiscal year compared with $2.1bn a year ago.  

Bank deposits up

In a surprising move, the central bank accepted a meager 
Rs49.562bn worth of bids during the Pakistan Investment Bond 
auction conducted on October 22. However, this was close to 
its official target of Rs50bn for this auction.

India seeks transit facility for wheat export to 
Afghanistan

As the Indians seek permission to export over a million tons of 
wheat to Afghanistan through Pakistan's land route, the flour 
milling industry here is up in arms, threatening protests and 
warning of the adverse impact that it would have on its 
business.

China, 21 other countries initiate new Asian bank

China and 21 other Asian nations signed on Friday to a new 
Beijing-backed international bank for Asia that Washington 
opposes as an unnecessary rival to established institutions 
such as the World Bank.

Virgin land for IT ventures

BUILDING a dot-com from a small room in your parents' home 
in Lahore into the country's largest jobsite and then growing it 
into a global brand can be both exciting and challenging for any 
entrepreneur.

Bangladesh's economy conducive to investments

Bangladesh is looking to bolster its trade ties with the UAE and 
attract foreign investments towards new sectors such as port, 
energy, power, real estate, civil aviation, tourism and 
telecommunications. This move falls in line with Bangladesh's 
Vision 2021 that aims to transform it into a middle-income 
economy in time for its golden jubilee of independence.

Citi wants be an important part of the UAE's future 
economic growth

The Citi Board of Directors held its meetings in Dubai between 
20 and 22 October in line with its practice of holding one 
meeting outside the US every year. This was also an occasion 
for the board to witness firsthand the progress achieved in the 
UAE.

Tunisia plans to raise $500m from sale of sukuk 
by November-end

Tunisia, where citizens started voting for a new parliament, 
plans to raise $500 million (Dh1.8 billion) from the sale of 
sukuk by the end of next month, according to Finance Minister 
Hakim Bin Hammouda.

UAE Central Bank signs MoU with National Bank 
of Kazakhstan

The Central Bank of the UAE on Sunday announced the 
signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), with the 
National Bank of Kazakhstan, the Central Asian country's 
central bank, on cooperation and exchange of regulatory 
information.

Expo 2020 infrastructure tenders to be issued 
from next year

Reem Al Hashemi, the UAE Minister of State, said on Thursday 
the government will start issuing tenders for Expo 2020 
infrastructure in the first quarter next year.

Yahoo profit jumps to $6.8 billion

Yahoo said on Tuesday its quarterly profit surged with its sale 
of shares in Chinese internet powerhouse Alibaba, and that it 
was seeing signs of life in its mobile internet initiatives.

International Monetary Fund warns over falling oil 
prices

Oil-dependent Gulf states will face budget shortfalls if the 
recent decline in oil prices persists, International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) chief Christine Lagarde warned on Saturday.

UAE an advanced model for emerging markets

Dubai Economic Council secretary-general Hani Al Hamli has 
said that the UAE economy is witnessing a new momentum of 
growth in several sectors.

'Emirati LaunchPad' to assist UAE nationals in 
doing business

Impact Hub Dubai, in partnership with Dubai SME - the agency 
of the Department of Economic Development in Dubai 
mandated to develop the small and medium enterprise sector - 
and the Hamdan Innovation Incubator, or HI2, have launched 
the first "Emirati LaunchPad", a free, two-month programme 
that will equip UAE national entrepreneurs with the knowledge, 
skills and contacts required to launch a business idea and to 
begin trading anywhere in the world.

UAE banks on track to post strong growth

The UAE banks are on track to close the year by recording 
strong profitability and credit growth given their better than 
expected performance during the first six months on the back 
of fast improving liquidity, non-oil private sector growth and 
increased government spending, banking analysts said.

Brand new jets up for lease

From Scandinavia to Southeast Asia, low-cost airlines have 
ordered record numbers of planes in recent years, redefining 
the jet industry. Now they plan to lease out scores of their new 
planes, re-ordering the aviation business all over again.

Facilitating Islamic banks' liquidity management

ISLAMIC banks can now manage their short-term liquidity 
more efficiently as the central bank has decided to start 
conducting open market operations in Ijara Sukuk, or Islamic 
bonds.

OGDCL earns record Rs124bn profit

The Oil and Gas Development Company Limited earned record 
after-tax profit of Rs124 billion during the last financial year.

Eyeing 'early harvest'

THE Thar Desert and its surrounding environment are 
changing, even though the commercial production of the first 
600MW from the Thar Coal power project seems to have been 
delayed by at least six months.

FBR urged to extend filing date to Dec 31

The Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and 
Industry (FPCCI) urged Finance Minister Ishaq Dar on 
Saturday to extend the deadline for filing of income tax returns 
to Dec 31 from Oct 31.

Rising wheat acreage in Sindh

THE wheat-sowing area is likely to increase by a few thousand 
hectares in Sindh this season, just like last year. In 2013-14, 
the cultivation target of 1.1m hectares was exceeded by 21,000 
hectares.

LPG price reduced

Marketing companies reduced on Sunday price of Liquefied 
Petroleum Gas (LPG) by Rs25 per kg, decreasing the price of 
domestic cylinder by Rs300 and commercial cylinder by Rs1, 
200.

Sugar mills to step up power supply

A NUMBER of sugar mills will start power generation by 
utilizing bagasse (cane pulp) during the upcoming crushing 
season and are expected to initially inject around 1,500MW 
into the national grid.
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Banks should lend more money to SMEs

The small and medium enterprises (SMEs) sector is 
considered the backbone of an economy, as it plays a 
pivotal role in accelerating economic growth, 
creating jobs and taming inflation. The sector's role 
is even more significant in lower-middle-income 
countries like Pakistan. The SME sector is 
responsible for 60 percent of total jobs in Pakistan, 
and its contribution in GDP and export revenues is 
30pc and 25pc, respectively. It is an integral part of 
the supply chain, and plays a crucial role in achieving 
sustainable economic growth.

ECNEC approves Rs261bn development 
projects

The Executive Committee of the National Economic 
Council (Ecnec) on Monday approved six 
development projects with a total estimated cost of 
Rs216.4 billion, including a hefty 47 percent increase 
in the cost of Tarbela 4th Extension Project. The 
Ecnec meeting was presided over by Adviser to the 
PM on Finance and Revenue Dr Abdul Hafeez Shaikh. 
Majority of the projects approved by committee 
pertained to the World Bank funding. The meeting 
gave a go ahead for the Terbela 4th Extension 
Hydropower Project with a revised total cost of 
Rs122.9bn, according to an official statement. 

10 banks sign pact to create Pakistan 
Corporate Restructuring Company Limited

The country's 10 banks signed an agreement on 
Friday to establish Pakistan Corporate Restructuring 
Company Ltd (PCRCL).Under the provisions of 
Corporate Restructuring Companies Act 2016 with an 
initial paid-up capital of Rs500 million, the banks 
have decided to establish the Corporate 
Restructuring Company (CRC) first of its kind 
company in the country. The shareholder agreement 
was signed by presidents and representatives from 
Habib Bank, National Bank of Pakistan, United Bank, 
MCB Bank, Allied Bank, Meezan Bank, Bank Alfalah, 
Bank Al-Habib, Habib Metropolitan Bank and Faysal 
Bank at the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) 
headquarters. The CRC will help the government 
revive sick industrial units.

Six-month remittances rise to $11.4bn

Remittances received by the country edged up 3.3 
percent to $11.394 billion during the first half of 
2019-20 as compared to $11.03bn in the same period 
last year, the SBP reported on Saturday. Inflows 
during December showed a healthier trend as they 
surged 19.89pc year-on-year to $2.097bn, from 
$1.748bn in corresponding period last year and 15pc 
month-on-month from $1.819bn in November 2019.

Auto part vendors lambaste assemblers 
over low localization, high prices

For the first time in 15 years, auto parts vendors 
have finally spoken out against local vehicle 
assemblers over low localization and high prices. 
They pointed out various SROs especially 655(I)/ 
2006 which have only benefited local assemblers 
instead of auto vendors and consumers. On the one 
hand, vendors are blaming assemblers for low 
localization and high vehicle prices whereas on the 
other, the Pakistan Automotive Parts and 
Accessories Manufacturers (Paapam) body 
representing vendors' interest -- proudly claims 
achieving localization of 70 percent in production in 
putting all responsibility on assemblers. 

Market regulator launches one-stop-shop 
in KP, Balochistan

The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan 
(SECP) will extend its One-Stop-Shop (OSS) facility 
for company registration in Balochistan and Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa. SECP Commissioner Shaukat Hussain 
announced the facility for the provinces while 
speaking at the launch ceremony of Balochistan's 
Transformation of Traditional Businesses into 
Corporate Bodies. 

US, China agree to semi-annual talkst

The United States and China have agreed to hold 
semi-annual talks aimed at pushing for reforms in 
both countries and resolving disputes, the Wall 
Street Journal reported on Saturday. The 
negotiations will be announced on January 15 as 
part of the signing of a Phase 1 trade deal between 
the US and China, but will be separate from any 
second-phase trade negotiations, the Journal 
reported, adding the effort will be lead by US 
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and Chinese Vice 
Premier Liu He. The two sides have been undergoing 
a trade war for well over a year. Treasury officials 
were not immediately available to confirm the 
report. The talks would revive a practice begun 
under former President George W. Bush as a way for 
the world's two largest economic powers to discuss 
a wide array of topics and try to resolve disputes.

Three years after $1bn Venezuela deal, US 
oilfield firm shuts doors

An Oklahoma oilfield company that played a central 
role in Venezuela's high profile attempt to convince 
the world it could halt production declines at its 
dilapidated oilfields has shut its doors, according to 
three people familiar with the matter. In 2016, 
Horizontal Well Drillers, a closely held US driller, 
won a $1.29 billion contract to drill 191 wells in 
Venezuela's Orinoco Belt, part of an unusual plan to 
sharply boost output and halt Venezuela's economic 
collapse. It and two other drilling contractors were 
asked to finance the work themselves and be paid in 
future production, according to documents obtained 
by Reuters at the time. 

Tesla presents first car batch

Tesla CEO Elon Musk presented the first batch of 
made-in-China cars to ordinary buyers on Tuesday in 
a milestone for the company's new Shanghai "giga-
factory", but which comes as sales decelerate in the 
world's largest electric-vehicle market. The eccentric 
entrepreneur danced awkwardly, gave out high-fives, 
and mugged on a stage as sleek Model 3 sedans - 
the company's mid-price, mass-market offer - were 
driven up one by one and presented to buyers who 
jumped into the back seats before being driven away 
at the plant.

EU-UK deal unlikely by year end

It will be "basically impossible" to negotiate all 
aspects of the future relationship between the 
European Union and Britain by the end of this year, 
the head of the European Commission said on 
Wednesday, adding that both sides must pick 
priorities. Speaking at the London School of 
Economics before meeting British Prime Minister 
Boris Johnson, Ursula von der Leyen cast doubt on 
his timetable for an agreement defining the long-
term post-Brexit relationship by the end of 2020. 
"The transition time is very, very tight so it is 
basically impossible to negotiate all that I have been 
mentioning, so we will have to priorities," she said. 
Johnson has said that Britain will not extend the 
transition period, and will not seek a deal based on 
close alignment with EU rules, although his 
spokesman said trade talks did not need to be 
completed all at once.

Ousted Boeing CEO to still get over $62m

Former Boeing Chief Executive Dennis Muilenburg, 
who was criticized for his handling of the 737 MAX 
crises, will receive no severance package, the 
company disclosed on Friday. Muilenburg also will 
not garner 2019 compensation under an annual 
bonus plan, the company said in a securities filing. 
Muilenburg was ousted last month as the grounding 
of the MAX has dragged on after two deadly crashes. 
"Mr Muilenburg is not entitled to and did not receive 
any severance or separation payments in connection 
with his retirement after more than 30 years with the 
company," Boeing said in the filing. Muilenburg, who 
worked at Boeing for 34 years, also forfeited $14.6 
million in 2019 performance awards the company 
said.

Nord Stream 2 to be completed early next 
year: Putin

Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Saturday 
that he hopes work on the Nord Stream 2 gas 
pipeline will be finished by early next year. "I hope 
that by the end of this year, or in the first quarter of 
next year, work will be finished and the gas pipeline 
will start operating," Putin told a joint press 
conference with German Chancellor Angela Merkel 
after talks at the Kremlin. The United States last 
month imposed sanctions on firms working on the 
almost-completed pipeline, which will double gas 
shipments to Germany and is a key part of Moscow's 
export strategy for state energy giant Gazprom. 
Washington believes the 9.5-billion-euro ($10.6bn) 
project will give Russia too much influence over 
security and economic issues in Western Europe.
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Eid business boom in Karachi

Two days before Eid, traders expressed satisfaction over sale 
of Eid- related items that they said exceeded their expectations 
in Karachi.

Plan to regulate funds for NGOs

The government is considering a plan to strengthen, monitor 
and coordinate inflows of foreign aids to international non-
government organizations (NGOs) to carry out development 
work in the country.

100,000 barrels refinery to be set up at PQ

The Trans Asia Refinery (TRL) has announced to build a 
refinery at Port Qasim to produce over 100,000 barrels of oil 
per day and 4 million tonnes of petroleum products every year.

Steel prices set to go up

A sharp increase in power tariff would push up steel prices by 
Rs5,000 per tonne.

Delays hang over 3G lifeline

Pakistan's cash-strapped government has promised to sell 3G 
mobile telephone licenses to raise revenue, match regional 
rivals and drive prosperity, but the process has been beset by 
delays.

'Made in China' dominates Eid shopping

Chinese products ranging from garments, shoes, home 
appliances and gift items have flooded the market, with 
majority of the customers showing strong preference for these 
items for their Eidul-Fitr celebrations.

SECP enrols 316 firms in July

The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) 
registered 316 new limited liability companies in July 2013, 
bringing the total corporate portfolio to 62,228 companies.

$145.7b investments required for Mena power 
generation

Strong economic and demographic growth associated with 
rapid urbanization has led to an increase in energy demand to 
meet rising electricity and desalinated water needs in the 
Middle East and North Africa (Mena) region.

Slim bid: $9.6b for Dutch telco KPN

America Movil, owned by Mexican billionaire Carlos Slim, will 
launch a €7.2 billion ($9.6 billion) bid for the part of Dutch 
telecom company Royal KPN it doesn't already own, in a 
challenge to a rival offer for KPN's prized German mobile group 
E-Plus.

Abu Dhabi can play a big role in success of asset 
management platform

The development around the Abu Dhabi World Financial 
Market, with its focus on asset management, can play a big 
role in the success of the asset management tool in the region, 
a top banking official sad.

Tejuri.com sees huge potential

The region's first online shopping mall Tejuri.com sees huge 
potential for its unique business model as GCC online 
shoppers spend billions of dollars annually.

PetroChina to join Exxon at Iraqi oilfield

China's biggest energy firm PetroChina will join Exxon Mobil in 
developing Iraq's giant West Qurna oilfield and is in talks with 
Russia's Lukoil to buy into a second project at the field, 
industry sources said.

Digital advertising spikes over Ramadan

UAE companies increased online activity by as much as 35% 
over Ramadan. Advertising budgets in the UAE increased over 
Ramadan as companies aimed to capitalise on a surge in 
online traffic, reflected an aggressive marketing strategy as 
brands targeted the online "mobile" consumer. 

Nestle reports slow growth in profit

Swiss food giant Nestle suffered from weak consumer 
confidence in developed countries in the first six months of the 
year and from slowing growth in emerging economies it said on 
Thursday.

Honda to set up new plant

Japanese automaker Honda plans to build a new assembly 
plant in the Brazilian state of Sao Paulo with an annual 
capacity of 120,000 units, the company said.

Smartphone war

LG Electronics on Wednesday unveiled a new device to 
challenge Apple, Samsung and other rivals in the booming 
smartphone market.

Rich economies on growth track

Leading developed economies are still on a track towards 
growth, but among emerging economies China is showing 
increasing signs of slowing down, the OECD said on Thursday.

Swiss Re Posts $786 Million Q2 Net Income; But 
P&C Combined Ratio 100.7%

Swiss Re reported net income of $786 million for the second 
quarter of 2013, despite what the report described as a "period 
that saw high levels of natural catastrophes." Net income in 
Q2, 2012 was $83 million.

Hannover Re lifts non-life profit 85%

Hannover Re almost doubled its non-life reinsurance 
underwriting profits, counting budget-busting losses from 
European flooding. Hannover Re reported €407.7m in profit in 
the first six months of 2013, mainly thanks to an 85% boost in 
non-life reinsurance underwriting. Gross written premiums 
grew by 4.9% to reach €7.2bn, and the reinsurer's combined 
ratio saw an improvement at 94.4%.

RenRe expands share buyback programme

RenaissanceRe announces quarterly dividend with the board 
of directors approving a share repurchase programme up to an 

aggregate of $500m.

Swiss Re raises Q2 profits by $703m

Swiss Re's huge second quarter profit boost suggests its' 
replacement of government for corporate bonds and equities is 
paying off.

Aspen's O'Kane on new reinsurance capacity

CEO Risk Forum: Aspen CEO Chris O'Kane believes that ILS 
investors and other alternative reinsurance capacity could have 
a damping effect on underwriting cycle volatility.

LMA to sit on new maritime security body

A UK government maritime security committee has been 
formed, with a seat for the Lloyd's Market Association.

Rates dip in Q2, still up on 2012 - Marsh

Broker Marsh's flags US insurance rate rises but a slight 
overall global rate reduction in the second quarter.

Car industries in US, EU pull out of ditch

Car industries in the United States and Europe are showing 
clear signs of getting back on track after severe setbacks in the 
financial and debt crises.

Prices of Abu Dhabi crude oil grades move higher 
in July

The official selling price (OSP) of Abu Dhabi's four crude oil 
grades averaged $106 a barrel in July, higher than $102.26 a 
barrel average price reported for June, latest data from Abu 
Dhabi National Oil Company (Adnoc) show.

Punjab drops ADB reform proposal

The Punjab government has dropped a proposal of Asian 
Development Bank to develop Sialkot as a workable model 
which the provincial government can roll-out to new regions 
and divisions by utilising funds to be approved by ADB for the 
Punjab Cities Improvement Investment Programme.

Govt ignores WB guidelines

At a time when the country is facing a serious energy crisis, the 
government seems to have largely ignored 'crucial' policy 
recommendations of the World Bank proposed in its energy 
plan to revive stalled investment and to reduce across the 
board subsidies.

Over 1.555mn motorcycles produced in 11 months

Over 1.555 motorcycles were manufactured during the first 
eleven months of the fiscal year 2012-13, showing increase of 
2.87 percent against the output of the corresponding period of 
last year.

Rs.14.51 billion released under PSDP

The Planning Commission of Pakistan has so far released 
Rs.14.508 billion under its Public Sector Development 
Programme (PSDP) against the total allocations of Rs 540 
billion for the fiscal year 2013-14.

PARC, NIGAB join hands to promote olive 
cultivation in Pakistan

The Project "Promotion of Olive Cultivation for Economics 
Development and Poverty Alleviation" of PARC and National 
Institute for Genomics and Advanced Biotechnology (NIGAB) 
signed an agreement here to identify the unknown olive plants 
available in Pakistan.

SBP mops up Rs58,000mn thru OMO

State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) on Wednesday mopped up 
Rs58,500 million during its open market operation (OMO) in 
Government of Pakistan Market Treasury Bills under repo 
sale.The bids offered for 09-days repo sale amounted 
Rs61,500 million. The rate of return is 8.55 percent per annum, 
said a SBP statement here.

IMF confident to lend Pakistan $6.6 billion under 
EFF

The IMF staff has agreed to jack up Pakistan's quota from 348 
percent to 425 percent under the 36-month Extended Fund 
Facility (EFF), it is learnt.

ISE-10 index witnessed bullish trend

The Islamabad Stock Exchange witnessed bullish trend on 
Wednesday as the ISE-10 index was increased by 160.68 
points and closed at 4384.71 points.

LSE gains 150.73 points

Lahore Stock Exchange (LSE) Wednesday witnessed bullish 
trend by gaining 150.73 points as the LSE-25 Index opened 
with 4782.90 and closed at 4933.63 points.
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PAKISTAN STOCK EXCHANGE 

 

Company Name Closing Value Volume  

Adamjee Insurance 43.81 1,707,000 

EFU General Insurance 112.00 2,100 

    IGI Insurance  8.05 100 

Jubilee Gen Ins.

IGI Insurance

 56.71 2,500 

Pak Reinsurance 30.15 20,000 

CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES 

Currency  Current Week  Last Week 

U.S.Dollar  155.03 155.35 

Euro  173.05 173.00

UK Pound Sterling  204.00 204.00 

  

Karachi 20/07 o C FAIR  
 

Islamabad  
 

Lahore    

RAIN

RAIN

10/05

12/07
 o

o C

 C

WEATHER FORECAST

Up-Coming Events UAE

Dubai Exhibition

Date: 14th January, 2020 

Venue:  World Trade Centre, Dubai 

Digital HR Middle East Africa (MEA)

Date: 15th January, 2020

Venue:  The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai

  

Up-Coming Events Pakistan 

International Property Expo

Date: 14th January, 2020

Venue: Expo Centre, Karachi

Strategic Business Development Program

Date: 15th January, 2020

Venue: Pakistan Institute of Management (PIM), 

Sharah-e-Iran, Clifton, Karachi
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KARACHI STOCK EXCHANGE 

as on 06
th

July,  2013 

Company Name Closing Value Volume 

Adamjee Insurance 82.00 466,500 

Century Insurance 14.05 27,500 

Habib Insurance  13.20 74,500 

IGI Insurance  142.00 22,800 

TPL Direct Insurance 9.00 11,000 

CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES 

as on 08
th

July, 2013 

Currency  Current Week  Last Week 

U.S.Dollar  99.6000 98.6000 

UAE Dirham  27.1200 26.8500

UK Pound Sterling  149.8600 150.5700 

as on 08 th  July, 2013 

Karachi 34/29 o C Cloudy  

Islamabad  

Lahore   

T- Storms

Light Rain

36/26 

35/27
 o

o C

 C

WEATHER FORECAST

Up-Coming Events UAE

Ramadan & Eid Fair 2013

Date: 18-July-2013

Venue: Sharjah Expo Center, Sharjah

Smashing EID Dubai   

Date: 20-July-2013

Venue: Radisson Royal Hotel, Dubai 

HPAIR 2013 Asia Conference

Date: 22-Aug-2013

Venue : MAmerican University In Dubai 

Up-Coming Events Pakistan 

Invent 2013 Nationwide Entrepreneurial 

Challenge

Date: 12-July-2013

Venue: IBA, Karachi

Free Photography workshop 

Date: 13-July-2013

Venue: Iqbal Town, Lahore

EID GALA

Date: 25-July-2013

Venue: Saima Banquet Hall, Karachi

as on 10th January, 2020

as on 13th January, 2020

as on 13th January, 2020

UAE Dirham 42.45 42.03


